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ABSTRACT 

 • This paper presents a novel mobile video memory to 

exploit the power saving opportunities provided by a 

viewer experience under environmental visual 

interference.  

• The viewing contexts, in particular the ambient 

luminance, significantly influence the quality of the 

viewer experience, and in the context with higher 

luminance levels, mobile users have higher tolerance 

to the video degradation.  

• Accordingly, the memory failures can be introduced 

adaptively to achieve power savings without 

influencing the viewer experience.  



 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

• Embedded memory is a critical component in today’s 

mobile video processing systems, increasingly 

dominating power consumption and shortening 

battery life of mobile devices. 

• Traditional hardware-level power optimization 

techniques usually come with significant 

implementation overhead to solve the memory failure 

problem during low-voltage operations. 



PROPOSED SYSTEM 

• To meet the silicon area constraint in mobile devices, 

a simple but an efficient hardware implementation 

scheme is developed to minimize area overhead.  

• Hardware schemes, including system-level and 

circuit-level, are developed to implement the 

proposed technique, based on the bit truncation 

technique. 

• The results demonstrate up to power reduction with 

negligible area overhead, while maintaining almost 

the same perception quality, as compared with the 

conventional memory. 

 



HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

• Processor    -        intel core i3 

• RAM          -        2GB 

• Hard Disk   -        20 GB 

 

 

 

 



 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

 

• Tool    - MICRO WIND 

• Operating system  - Windows  7,8 
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